Resolved Issue: KI9.2-009-TL: Issue with Updating Job on Employees Enrolled in F & P Pay-Groups

POSTED: March 23, 2020

STATUS: Resolved

Audience: HR and Payroll Practitioners

Impact: There was an issue that occurred when practitioners updated Job Data on employees enrolled in the F and P Pay-groups. If changes were made to a job with a future dated row, it was unenrolling them from Absence Management.

Resolution Information: This issue has been resolved.

POSTED: March 20, 2020

Original Known Issue: There is an issue that occurs when updating Job Data on employees enrolled in the F and P Pay-groups. If you are making changes to job and have a future dated row, it is unenrolling them from Absence Management.

Functional Workaround: Refrain from making any updates to Job Data at this time for employees enrolled in the F and P Pay-groups.

More Information and Support: Contact OneUSG Connect Support at oneusgsupport@usg.edu.

Information on all active and resolved known issues is available at www.usg.edu/oneusg_connect under Practitioner Services.